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Message from the
President/CEO
Along with most hospitals
in California, GAMC is
experiencing
significant
financial turmoil because
of dramatic cuts to our
reimbursements from health
care reform and other
legislation. This report will
explain how these changes
are affecting our hospital,
Kevin A. Roberts
and what we’re doing about
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them.
First, I want to say that I remain very optimistic
about the future of GAMC. We have a special
combination of personal caring and appreciation here
that comes with being a faith-based, mission-oriented
hospital. Most importantly, we have exceptional
associates and a dedicated medical staff who are
committed to doing the best work possible for our
hospital and our community. God has blessed this
hospital, and I believe he will continue to guide and
strengthen us during the challenging times ahead.
While we will be successful, our road ahead will
be bumpy. The challenges we face now are more
serious than any we’ve seen before. We’re rising to the
occasion by making changes in all aspects of hospital
operations. These changes aren’t always easy, but
they’ll make us stronger in the end.
I’m confident that working together and with the
Lord’s help we’ll not only weather the challenges of
health reform, but we will lead in our community – as
we have for the past 108 years.

Quality and Service: Improving!
Our best defense against the challenges of health care reform is to
become a world-class hospital. And we can be proud of the progress
we’ve made so far this year!
HCAHPS

We continue to improve our HCAHPS patient experience scores, especially
communication with nurses, hospital cleanliness and quietness, discharge information
and our overall hospital rating.

Clinical Quality/Core Measures
•

We’ve improved clinical processes for heart attack intervention times, discharge
instructions, antibiotic selection, control of glucose in heart surgery patients,
prevention of blood clots in surgery patients.

•

We’ve improved our mortality rates for heart attack, heart failure and pneumonia.

•

We’ve sustained an ORYX core measure composite score above 99 percent for
the past nine months.

•

Blue Shield of California and Blue Cross have named GAMC a Blue Distinction
Center for spine, hip and knee surgery because of our strong outcomes and best
practices in patient safety.

Joint Commission Survey

We had a very good 2013 Joint Commission
survey. While we have areas for improvement,
surveyors complimented us on our commitment
to quality and service.
Thank you for helping positively impact our
patients and strengthen our hospital. It requires
all of us working together – and we’re doing it!

“We have nothing to fear for the future except as we shall
forget the way the Lord has led us in our past.”
—Ellen G. White

Glendale Adventist Medical Center

Health Reform: What’s Happening?
The health reform law, known as the Affordable Care Act of 2010, and other
legislation is significantly changing how we and other hospitals get paid.
•

Medicare is reimbursing hospitals based on patient outcomes and quality. For example, we don’t get paid for patients who get an infection while in the hospital or who get
readmitted too soon after discharge.

Effect on GAMC

During its current fiscal year, Medicare reduced reimbursement to GAMC by $282,000
because we didn’t meet expected quality standards. (In the fiscal year starting October 1, we
expect to be rewarded about $237,000 from Medicare for having better quality, so we’re
headed back in the right direction!)
•

The government is reducing Medicare and Medi-Cal payments to hospitals to pay for
health reform’s expanded coverage for the uninsured.

Effect on GAMC

The regulation continues to change so we don’t know what the full effect will be. But we
expect to see reductions of between $14.5 and $24.5 million per year.
•
The focus is shifting from caring for patients when they’re sick and in the hospital to
keeping them healthy and out of the hospital – in other words, wellness! This is one
of the foundations of Adventist Health, and of GAMC.

Effect on GAMC

We’re building services for the community and
developing partnerships with physicians to deliver
care wherever patients needs it – not just in the
hospital. See more about where we’re headed on
page 4.

What Can We Do to Ensure the Success of GAMC
and Our Jobs?
GAMC is financially stable. But the financial challenges we’re facing
because of health reform are permanent – and they pose a potentially
serious threat to our future.
Help Reduce Costs

Responsible stewardship has always been one of our values. But what we’ve done in the
past to manage our resources is no longer enough. We need to reduce our operating costs
significantly while also delivering exceptional patient care – for the long term.

Help Make Service and
Quality World-class

At the same time we must become top performers
in clinical quality and patient satisfaction. We must
continue to improve our clinical outcomes and our
patient experience scores to world-class levels –
in every area. And then we must sustain these
changes.

Not Easy – But Worth It

It won’t be easy. Change forces us to learn new
things, take risks and adapt. The changes we’re
making now will take us out of our comfort zone
and require us to perform at our highest level
possible.
But the end result will be a stronger GAMC
that’s ranked among the top hospitals in Los
Angeles, and which continues our mission of
serving the community with healing, comfort and
safety for all patients.
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Performance at a Higher Level: Value

Our Goal

To improve our financial performance we must reduce costs by at
least $18.5 million a year. To accomplish this we’ve partnered with
Huron Healthcare, a recognized leader in this area, in an initiative
called Performance at a Higher Level: Value. This initiative began late
last year and will continue through the end of this year – although the
improvements we put in place will be sustained far into the future.

What is Value?

Value means delivering excellent results at a reasonable and
sustainable cost. For GAMC this includes the cost of our people, our
supplies and the many other resources we need to run our hospital.

Our Focus

We have more than 100 initiatives to reduce costs underway
throughout the hospital. We’re seeking improvements everywhere, in
six key areas:
1.

Clinical operations

2.

Supplies, purchased services and other non-labor expenses

3.

Productivity and staffing to volume

4.

Reducing premium pay, registry and overtime costs

5.

Improving our coding and documentation processes

6.

More effectively collecting money that payers owe us.

Our Progress

The good news is that we’re making excellent progress! By early
August we have implemented initiatives that will realize $6.3 million in
actual annual savings, with $5.7 million that’s in the process of being
implemented, and another $5.3 million that’s been identified.

What Have We Done, Exactly?

We’re boosting performance throughout the hospital. Seemingly
small savings, if repeated enough times in enough areas, adds up to
significant results.
Some of our most significant accomplishments to date include:
•

Launching new Tele-Tracking “electronic bedboard”
software to streamline patient bed requests.

•

Implementing a new linen utilization policy to save money, cut
water use and reduce chemicals/detergents in the environment.

•

Implementing a four-hour staffing tool to better match clinical
staffing with patient volume.

•

More effectively collecting money from insurance companies
for the care we’ve provided to patients.

•

Reducing length of stay by 0.5 days.

•

Adjusting our cafeteria prices and employee discounts to
better cover our food costs.

•

Implementing 14 cost-saving Pharmacy initiatives that will
save us about $1.4 million a year.

•

Reducing the costs of our clinical supplies. These include
a wide variety of items, from exam gloves, IV tubing and pulse
oximetry probes to joint implants, heart valves, balloon catheters
and more.

GAMC President/CEO Kevin A. Roberts proudly displays quality health care award among executives, directors and managers.
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We’re Not Just Surviving...We’re Thriving!
GAMC is looking to the future. The current dynamic health
care environment presents challenges for us, but also
opportunities.

•

We’re also working to ensure that residents of Glendale are
secure in having access to their family physicians and to GAMC
in the future.

In addition to improving our financial performance, quality and the
patient experience, we’re also transforming the way we deliver care.

•

And we’re exploring other strategies that will help us grow and
thrive.

•

We’re working to build collaborative relationships with physician
organizations and outpatient clinics to provide the right level
of care to patients, whether they’re in a doctor’s office, clinic,
hospital, long-term care facility or other setting.

•

Multiple initiatives are underway to enhance and expand current
hospital service lines.

•

The community continues to recognize that GAMC is the best
place to get care in the Eastern San Fernando Valley. We have
continued to grow, even as admissions at neighboring hospitals
have declined. By continuing to focus on improving quality and
satisfaction this trend should continue; almost half of Glendale’s
population still receives health care services outside of our city.
This gives us significant opportunity for more growth.

The Bottom Line for You

Each of us plays a role in moving GAMC toward our goals, regardless
of our position or job function. We can only fulfill our mission, achieve
our vision and improve our performance by working to the very best of
our ability, every day.
Your ideas on how we can improve further are also
welcome and encouraged. You know best how things can work
most efficiently in your area! Talk to the person you report to,
or a member of the executive team. Every suggestion has the
potential to be a success story.
Most of all, thank you for your good work, your loyalty to GAMC
and for being part of this transformation of our hospital’s impact on our
patients. You’re making a positive difference in our future!
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